FACTORY FOR FENCE PANELS

LINE FOR MANUFACTURING PANEL FENCES

Panel fences are made of galvanized wire mesh that is welded and then painted. On the upper side of
the plate are 30 mm long spikes. In order to achieve the desired stiffness of the panel, it is reinforced by
folding lengthwise in a "V" shape. The material is galvanized wire of 5 mm in diameter (EN 10204-2-3).
Porthole dimensions are up to 200 x 50 mm, and the panel is 3.500 mm wide.
Pillar is made of square tube with a plastic cap on the top, and the panels are fastened to the pilar in
several different ways (with clamps, embedded nuts ...).
Panel fences are applied for fencing parks, schools, industrial buildings and private properties.
Line for manufacturing panel fences
The line is consisted of:
1. Machine for straightening and cutting of concrete reinforcment iron - cutting in motion SH-12.

2. Panels welding machine VM2011

3. Machine for bending panels - press ATP-10

WELDING MACHINE VM 2011
Technical data:
Installed power: 16x 35 kVA

The base machine is machine for making concrete reinforcement meshes VM2011, adopted to customer
requirements for making fence panels. It is prepared for manufacturing of eight (8) types of
reinforcement meshes in eight different widths, on request.
The machine consists of several working units, combined in a compact functional group, which main goal
is manufacturing of the final product, on request. The machine operation is semiautomatic, as the
inserting of longitudinal and transverse wires is manual, and the other processes of welding and mesh
pulling are automatic.
Working units of the machine are:
1. Longitudinal wires storage
2. Longitudinal wires inserting unit – manual and automatic version
3. Transverse wires storage
4. Transverse wires dosing unit
5. Welding unit
6. Robot for mesh pulling
Besides, machine has installed own cooling system. Operation processes are performed by pneumatic
installation. It is necessary to provide a water tank of min. 1000 lit and compressor of approximately
2000 l/min capacity.

Mesh types: Defined by customer’s request

RAZVIJENO POLJE ZA VISINU - DEVELOPED FIELD FOR HEIGHT . . .
OBLIKOVANI PANEL VISINE – SHAPED PANEL OF HEIGHT . . .

Description of working units
1. Inlet wires storage
It is placed in front of the machine. It is consisted of two carriers that carry the stock of prepared
longitudinal wires.

2. Longitudinal wires inserting unit
a) Manual version
Inserting of longitudinal wires is semiautomatic, with manual insertion of wires needed for selected
width and type of panel. Inserted wires are drawn up to the delimiter, then the charger is pushed
forward to the starting position for welding, i.e. electrodes. On the „grill“ is mounted single way
pneumatic cylinder that catches the wire in the moment when it is leveled on the longitudinal wires
delimiter, and brings the fixed wire to the starting position. After welding of the first wire, pistons in
those cylinders move back to the upper position, i.e. wire is loosen and can freely move through the
„grill“. Longitudinal wires are drawn through two guides – fixed „grill“ that is placed right in front of the
electrodes and mobile „grill“ that charges and prepares new set of longitudinal wires in the final
phase of previous mesh welding. New set is charged during the welding of the last transverse wires.
On the fixed „grill“ is also mounted mechanism for pressing of the longitudinal wire, which disables
moving of longitudinal wires in the grill during its movement forward. On the stable inlet are mounted
delimiters for adjustment of transverse wire position and magnets that fix the wire in welding position
and enable maintaining the same position of the wire when falls on the electrode.

Mobile inlet

Stable inlet

b) Automatic version
Robot inlets the wires and controls the welding cycle.
3. Transverse wires storage
Transverse wires are stored in the charger that is placed on the top of the machine. Wires are manually
inserted in the inlet mechanism which is placed on the slope surface, and the rest of the process
continues automatically.

4. Transverse wires dosing unit
Transverse wires are aligned on the slope surface and gravity brings them in the transverse wires inlet
mechanism. Inlet mechanism is propelled by motor-reductor that is controlled by the frequency regulator.
Wire falls in the canal of the drum. The motor driven drum rotates and inserts wires in pre-position in
front of the electrode.

After the welding of previous transverse wire, that mechanism opens and wire falls on the electrode,
while next wire falls on its empty place. Two pneumatic pistons fix the wire. The pistons release in the
moment when the new wire need to be inserted. To insert the transverse wire on the electrode, the
longitudinal wires need to be placed on the electrodes first. Transverse wire falls on the longitudinal and
the welding operation can start. Positioning is performed by delimiter that is placed on fixed “grill”, and
the electromagnet switches on in the moment when transverse wire fall, which disables hopping of the
wire over the electrodes – i.e. enables placing the transverse wire on the electrode.

Transverse positioning is also performed by pneumatic cylinder from aside, that aligns one side of the
mesh. In the moment when transverse wire falls in position in front the electrode, piston of the pneumatic
cylinder draws out and leaves transverse wire always in the same position. Lining of the other side of the
mesh depends on precision of the machine for straightening and cutting.
5. Welding unit
Welding is performed by the pair of electrodes, based on principle of electro-resistance welding. Electric
arc is closing between two neighbor pairs of electrodes that are connected to the different poles of
transformer, and the arc is established by upper pair of electrodes, carried by pneumatic cylinder. One
cylinder carries two electrodes which are mounted on so called “teeter”. When transverse wire falls
down, sensor sends a signal for lowering the cylinders, electric arc is established and welding starts.
Lower electrodes and transformers are cooled by water that circulates through the system, forced by a
pump. It is necessary to provide a water tank of min. 1000 lit. Electrode carrier is made of cooper, which
enables batter conductivity, and the electrodes are made of special cooper alloy for welding, that is
resistant to wearing and arcing during welding.

6. Mesh pulling
Mesh pulling is performed by automatic robot – self propelled trolley. Special pinchers catch the wire.

Once when the first transverse wire is welded, pincher moves and catches it by pneumatically propelled
mechanism and draws for one step of the transverse wire. In that moment new transverse wire is welded
and after that movement continues. That process repeats until all transverse wires are welded, i.e. until
the whole mesh is finished. Number of repeated cycles in process is equal to the number of transverse
wires. During that period pincher fixes the first wire, i.e. doesn’t lose it until the whole mesh is finished. In
that way exact distance between two transverse wires is achieved, because movement is propelled by
servomotor and measurement is provided by high sensitive encoders. Drive is supplied from the
servomotor with reduction of 1.1 kW power. Transmission belt from the motor propels the central shaft.
Gears at the ends of the shaft are geared to the gear rack that is placed in the special carrier. Trolley
moves along that carrier by linear guides and their trolley. Servo-motor function is regulated via
frequency regulator which enables exceptional accuracy of panel processing. After finishing one mesh,
troley returns back to starting position with pincher lowered to the first wire, and then the whole process
repeats. All the cables and pneumatic lines are placed in the flexible carrier for their protection, because
are permanently in motion.

Finished mesh is carried to the next operation – bending, i.e. panel final processing.

COOLING OF THE SYSTEM
It is performed by water that is forced to circulate through the closed cooling system. Water from the tank
is pumped by pump of 1.1 kW power. It is necessary to ensure permanent cooling of transformers and
lower electrodes, which are heated during the operation, because of high temperatures produced by
welding.

PNEUMATIC INSTALLATION
It is necessary to provide compressor of 2000 l/min capacity, which achieves working pressure of 8 - 10
bar. At the system entrance is placed the preparation group with a filter and oiling unit. Filter serves to
remove impurities from the air, and in oiling unit is applied Hydrol 10 oil. This low viscosity oil lubricates
pneumatic installation that consists of: pistons, distributors and conductors. Pistons operation is
regulated by electro-magnetic valves (distributors), which activation is initiated by prepared program for
making of each mesh type.

ELECTRO-OPERATION
Operation is electronically controlled by computer, placed in control box. Selection of program for any
mesh type is very clear and simple. Controls are placed on touch-screen. Control box needs to be
cooled during the operation, also.

Touch-screen also contains a help-menu, which describes all the controls and operations defined in
mesh processing program.

Machine operation and maintenance is safe and simple. For reliable and safe machine operation,
consider the following recommendations:
- check the machine before start
- clean the dirt deposits from the electrodes on daily base, by blowing with compressed air
- periodically refill the hydrol 10 oil in lubrication unit
- clean the filter on preparation group
The machine is designed and constructed to ensure safe work of the trained operator. Nevertheless, the
following instructions need to be followed:
- Start the machine only after placing the wire in the insertion unit and setting in welding position on the
electrodes
- All the adjustments perform only when the machine is at rest
- Place the machine on hard concrete surface
- Train the operator

Panel fences bending press
In the following operation, welded reinforcement mesh is carried to the press for bending. Panel is
mechanically fixed by its ribbing in previously specified places. The press consists of upper and lower
beam and drawing trolley. At the front side of the lower beam is mounted mesh lifter, and at the back
side is installed delimiter. Lifter is driven by hydraulic, and delimiter by pneumatic cylinder. The lower
beam is stable and anchored to the base. In front of the press is located stock with prepared welded
panels. Inlet and positioning of the panels on the boundary delimiter is manual. Further process runs
automatically, following the given program.
At the beams ends are positioned the carriers - guides for the upper beam vertical movement, propelled
by hydro-cylinders. The bending tool – presser is positioned on the upper beam, and the other part of the
tool is on the lower beam. Welded panel is manually inserted in the press when the upper beam is in the
starting position i.e. when the press is open. Starting position for bending is given by the delimiter, i.e.
delimiter rises up and the panel prepared for bending reclines on it. Bending is done by the mean of
three wires (which are identified by their axial distance which is less than the others). Middle of those
three wires is positioned in the tool using the guide and then the upper beam lowers down. After the
bending, pincher from the trolley catches the wire and then mesh lifter activates, lifts the panel, troley
pulls the wire for as many mesh steps as it is necessary to the next bending, according to the selected
program, i.e. mesh type. The trolley is identical to the trolley on the welding machine, except the
difference in pincher shape.
Bending cycle runs according to the given program until the whole panel processing is finished. As
mentioned before, there are 8 different panel types.
The press function is based on hydraulic principle. It is powered by the 5.5 kW hydro-aggregate. Raising
and lowering of the beam is propelled by hydro-cylinders ø100x180 that are positioned at the beam
ends. Lifter operates by hydro-cylinder ø40x60. Delimiter and pinchers on the trolley operate by the
pneumatic cylinders. Operation is controlled by the computer that is placed in the electro cabinet, and
the controls are clearly installed on the touch-screen.

